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INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, the interests

ofl2

teachers and social interactionist SLA researchers

have converged upon the aim of understanding language leaming processes that ale
(or
engaged as a consequence of the kinds oftasks and participation pattems that teachers
researchers) choose to use in order to promote

SLA. This

convergence of practical and

empirical interests is well represented in a line of classroom-oriented SLA research
known as negotiation studies. In contrast to the increasingly frequent use ofnegotiation
to describe pedagogical constructs such as the negotiated sylldbus or the negotiated
curriculum, in which the notion of negotiation is more akin to the everyday sense of
(teachers and leamers) reaching explicitly stated agleement on language leaming (and
other) goals, in second Language Acquisition (SLA) research, negotiation has, thus far,
referred particularly to the negotiation of meaning, which is an incidental, discourselevel
language acquisition process that occurs typically during communicative language
leaming tasks. This paper presents the negotiation model and discusses a number of
empirical studies in order to convey the unique perspective which SLA brings to the

notion ofnegotiation and to assess its relevance for language teaching practice. To this
end, the aims are (a) to present the social interactionist perspective on SLA in a historical
fashion, tracing its early tendency to emphasize the importance of meaning and
communication to SLA through to its increasingly sophisticated recognition that SLA
involves the continual mapping by leamers of L2 forms, meanings, and communicative
function; (b) to review critically the negotiation studies which sought empirically to
establish a connection between interaction and SLA, and (c) to show how the
shortcomings ofthe empirical research on negotiation has been the impetus for the

promising line ofclassroom SLA research known as focus on form.
Negotiation of meaning tlpically takes place in the context of a communication
breakdown caused by a combination of task demands and the limitations of the L2
linguistic ability of language leamers. In this sense, negotiation of meaning is a kind

linguistic problem-solving, the motivation for which comes from the communicative
university ofHawai"i ltorking Papers in ESL,Yol.18, No.2, Spring 2000, pp.47-83.

of
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pressure inherent in classroom

tasks.l

Some problems to be solved by language leamers

are, for instance, "make yourself understood, even though your interlanguage

(IL) lacks or

distorts certain features of the target language," or "understand, even though what you are
listening to seems to be incomprehensible." To repair the breakdown, the interlocutors
must somehow negotiate the disparity between their L2 abilities and the target language,
thereby attaining the mutual understanding needed to complete the task at hand.
For example, when following assembly directions for constructing exact replicas
each other's objects (e.g., a "Lego" construction as
an "Incredible Cross-Sections"

pictorial scene

as

in

of

Loschky & Bley-Vroman, 1993; or

in Doughty, 1996a), it has been shown

that interlocutors negotiate for meaning usually by clarifuing their own and each other's
utterances and by confirming or checking for understanding. In this repair process,
sometimes the less proficient speaker (leamer vs. teacher or less vs. more proficient

learner) has to stretch his or her input-processing capability and/or L2 output production

in ways that are believed by SLA theorists to be beneficial to language acquisition. Thus,
it can be seen that, whereas pedagogically, the aims of communicative language leaming
tasks are often simply to promote more leamer (rather than teacher) talk on the general
assumption that any additional opportunity for L2 talk is likely to be beneficial, the

additional perspective taken in SLA research is to examine the qualitatively different
interactional features of negotiation (as opposed to other qpes of leamer talk), with a
view to explaining the specific ways in which negotiation

is psy

cholinguistically effective

for language leaming.
The Negotiation

Model

A simple discourse model ofthe negotiation of meaning is shown in Figure l, and
some examples are discussed below. The first tum in the discourse sequence-the
trigger for the negotiation of meaning-is any utterance or part ofan utterance that is not
understood. The interlocutor having difficulty will signal a lack ofcomprehension, and
then the first speaker usually responds by making an attempt to repair the

trigger. The

signaler will then finalize (or possibly extend) the repair by reacting to the response.2

I It should be noted that negotiation ofmeaning certainly occun ozlside ofclassrooms, but the focus here

will be on classroom SLA.
negotiation sequences, as well as side sequences depending upon the extent ofthe
breakdown of communication.

2 There can be nested
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Trigger -+ Signal -> Response --'

Reaction

Figure I . Negotiation of meaning in the context of a communication breakdown'

me?" (see Example
Signals vary from open, clarification-request signals like "excuse
1)'inwhichitseemsthatlittlewasunderstood,toamorecircumscribedconfirmation
comprehends at least
check such as can been seen in Ex ample 2; here the interlocutor

somethingbutwantstobecertainorgetagreaterormorepreciseunderstandingofthe
(Doughty' 19965)' the
trigger, and so says, "that's the control room?" In the examples
and underlined.
trigger is underlined and shown in bold, and the signal is italicized

(l)

Clarification request

NNS
NS
NNS
NS
NNS

toP is a lb5lgl

arc!

brick brick?

[brig] arch '..[brig] arch and uh worker?
hmmm? whatis? brick arch? what's that?
arch inside the fire box
[brig] arch- autom uh some a fire place . br- [brig]
was an arch made of fire [brayk] .'. fire [bri] uh fire box

(2) Confirmation check
NNS

and driver .. in- uh in the window driver lean the window " ' in the left

side ... his left side .. uh he watch the uh front side or .'.

NS

uh huh

NNS

is many kind gaugi or PiPe and

NS

yeah

NNS

yeah

NS

ok

@l-|q,

that's the control room?

At times the trigger and the signal for a negotiation sequence are bne in the same, e.g., a
speaker's own utterance, which he or she predicts might have a chance ofbeing
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misunderstood. In this case, the speaker will check pre-emptorily by using rising
intonation for understanding as shown in Example 3:

(3) Comprehension check (plus another confirmation check)
NNS you must have part of atrainthat... it's kind of teater- theater - the peoole
stav onvlhins in lhe- in the chairc and and see somethins?
[by using utterance-final rising intonation, the NNS is checking for
comprehension]

NS
NNS

the!'re sittins and thev're watching a movieT
mm yeah something like that yes

Example 3 is especially complex in that the NNS utterance, which is a comprehensioncheck type signal, is followed by a NS confirmation check, which also signals a potential

for misunderstanding. Nonetheless, this nested sequence is quite typical
interaction in which interlocutors strive for mutual comprehension.

of

negotiated

Any or all ofthe signal, response and reaction components ofa negotiation sequence
may include some kind of linguistic adjustment to the original higger which, ideally, will
be in the direction of the target language. These interactionally-motivated linguistic

adjustments are claimed to facilitate language acquisition. That is to say, the essential
feature ofany negotiation sequence is the opportunity that is provided to the leamer to
process utterances in the L2 which become more comprehensible (a) to the leamer via
understanding more or (b) by the interlocutor via the leamer becoming more targetlike.
From the above examples, it can be seen that the source ofthe communication breakdown
is the trigger and that this trigger can be spoken either by a language leamer or by a native
speaker,

ifthe classroom task involves, for

instance, the teacher or a native-speaking

language assistant. Empirical research has shown that breakdowns occur typically
cases of asymmetrical language

in

ability, knowledge expertise or social status, but when

equal task demands are placed on interlocutors (Pica, Holliday, Lewis, Berducci,

&

Newman, 1991; Zuengler, 1993; Zuengler & Bent, I 991 ). Such research suggests the
importance ofthe design of the classroom activity in terms of participation pattem and
task, as

will

be discussed further below.

It is important to note that interest in negotiation of meaning has developed both
pedagogically via the communicative language teaching movement and theoretically via

SLA explanations for language leaming processes. To introduce the theoretical
underpinning for the SLA concept ofnegotiation, the next section provides a synopsis

of

the social interactionist theory of language acquisition, which is the SLA model that most
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then
clearly motivates empirical interest in the negotiation of meaning. The discussion
language, in
turns to the evolution ofthe construct ofnegotiation with regard to second
particular, as well as to an evaluation ofthe usefulness ofnegotiation to L2 language
learners.
Social Interactionist Theory of Language Acquisition
ofa
cunently, there are intense debates over the relative weight of contributions
innate and language-specific device that predisposes humans toward language

putative

a more generally
acquisition versus the influence ofthe linguistic data made available to
computational ("neural network") brain through language interaction experience'

Betweenthetwoextremes-i.e',thatlanguageacquisitionisguidedsolelybyinnate
principles or that language leaming is entirely computational, involving cue frequency
interactionist pbsition,
counting and strengthening of network connections-is the social

whichholdsthatlanguageacquisitionisaconstantlyintegtativeprocess,involving
interactionbetweenahumanpredispositiontohandlelanguagedatainaparticularway
andthatdatawhichthelanguageleamerhappenstoencounterineverydayexperience.In

otherwords,anessentialtenetofsocialinteractionisttheoryisthatthestructuleof
structure has a firnction that is
language data is useless to the language learner until that
social interactionists
relevant to the leamer's immediate communicative needs' Thus,

envisionlanguagelearningintermsofahypothesis-testingmodel,involvingconfirmation
with linguistic data during
or rejection of hypotheses by the leamer through interaction

meaningfulcommunication.Inthisway,thefunctionsoflanguageinsocialinteraction
by providing an
are claimed to shape the detailed processes of language acquisition

of their
interpretable context in which learners can analyze the structural elements
linguistic hlpotheses in comparison with the data available to them through language
experience.
Assuming that these basic tenets are true, social interactionists propose further claims
about the processes of language acquisition. First, the language leamer focuses
acquisitional attention on those components that are needed for communication and/or are
most salient to perception (for example, stressed or fronted elements). Also, the current
state ofthe leamer's developing linguistic system shapes the interaction with the

environmental data in important ways. For instance, interlocutors tend to modifr their
language to a level somewhere near the ability ofthe language leiimer; interlocutors often
provide salient exemplars of linguistic data which is currently in demand by the leamer;
interlocutors connect language to objects and actions that the learher is currently
attending to (this is especially true in child language acquisition); and interlocutors finely
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tune their responses to leamers in ways that focus attention on nontargetlike features

of

the leamer's language. Throughout this paper, these important claims of social
interactionist theory will provide the basis for the discussion ofthe role ofnegotiation for
meaning in classroom SLA. The compromise theoretical position offered by the social

interactionist theory of language acquisition holds considerable appeal as it incorporates
both the fascinating human innate capacity for language and the driving, shaping force of
communicative intent in language acquisition.
Negotiation of Meaning
The concept

ofL2 negotiation emerged from nearly two

decades oftheorizing and

empirical research in first and second language acquisition. while a thorough discussion
ofthis body oftheory and research is beyond the scope ofthis paper, it will be our
purpose to trace the argumentation and experimentation which led language acquisition
researchers from a consideration of input, to investigations of interaction, to the model

of

negotiation of meaning and, ultimately, beyond. In tracing the development ofthe notion
of L2 negotiation, an analogy to child language acquisition is useful. Research on the

linguistic environment of the child essentially has shown that the speech addressed to
children is qualitatively different from speech addressed to other adults (Snow &
Ferguson, 1977). In partiut lar, while the language directed to children is generally well

formed, the input tends to be simpler and tuned to the child's linguistic and
communicative needs on syntactic, phonological and semantic levels. Child language
researchers have claimed that such differences in speech addressed to children may
contribute to language development. In other words, appropriately adjusted input aids
language acquisition processes (Galloway & Richards, 1994). As is the case with parents

or other caregivers interacting with their children, the SLA proposal is that competent
language users (teachers or other native speakers, for example) participate in the language

experience of the language leamer in some seemingly beneficial way (Doughty, 1994b).

It is the goal of social interactionists in SLA to explain the benefits of this interaction in
the context of an overall theory of SLA. Owing to the findings on child-directed
discourse, SLA researchers naturally became interested in a number of questions
pertaining to the linguistic environment ofthe second language leamer. How does speech
addressed to the leamer

differ from language used in NS-NS conversations? If there are

differences, do they help the leamer's comprehension or acquisition? Ifthese differences
affect SLA in any way, are they necessary and/or sufficient for SLA? In other words, can
the influence of the linguistic environment helpto explain SLA?
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In studies of native speakers (NSs) talking to nonnative speakers (NNSs), the most
commonly observed features of speech addressed to classroom language learners (teacher
talk) and for that matter to L2 speakers outside the classroom (foreigner talft) were found
to be very similar to those of child-directed discourse (baby talk) (for review, see chapter
5 of Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991). Early on then, interactionist SLA researchers
essentially incorporated the Ll claims conceming the importance of the linguistic
environment into the theory of second language acquisition, initially without any
empirical support. The first well known sLA claim was that comprehensible input (i.e.,
that input which is adjusted to just slightly above the leamer's L2 ability) is both
necessary and sufficient for SLA (Krashen, 1977). This comprehensible input hypothesis
attempted to explain the relationship between the language leamer's hlpothesis-testing

described by social interactionists and the input data made available through language
experience (Krashen, 1985; Krashen, 1982).3
By now, this claim is infamous. Though, many SLA theorists do agree with
Krashen's original notion that the comprehension of input is important in SLA, the claim
that comprehensible input alone is both necessary and sufficient for SLA has been
severely criticized on several grounds (Gregg, 1984; Lightbown & Pienemann, 1993;

white, 1987). Furthermore, since it had been shown by

Ll

researchers that, in addition to

the special input adjustments which adults speaking to children make, the entire discourse
of caretaker-child interaction also differs from adult-adult discourse, SLA researchers
discourse
began to investigate leamer-native speaker and leamer-leamer interaction at the

level. The focus of SLA research thus shifted from looking only at the

speech addressed

to the NNS learner (i.e., the input) to examining the discourse in which the leamer
participated (i.e., the interaction). This shift in focus is owed chiefly to Hatch (1978),

who incorporated the earlier claims of the Ll researchers into her own conversational
model of SLA. Building on an Ll process called scaffolding, in which the adult helps the
child to communicate messages which the child would not be capable of alone (Bruner,
1978; Scollon, 1976), Hatch proposed generally that, rather than building up a repertoire
of structures and eventually leaming how to put structures into discourse, perhaps L2

that an L2 acquirer moves {iom stage i to stage i + I in lL development by understanding
input that contains i + I structures and that such understanding comes about via context and extra linguistic
information.

3 Krashen claimed
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leamers first leam how to "do conversation" through interaction (Hatch, Flaschner,
Hunt, 1986).4

&

As it evolved from Hatch's discourse-analytic, conversational approach, SLA
interaction research maintained the assumption that rather than build up linguistic ability
from isolated structures into combinations of structures, finally using these combinations
in connected discourse, the opposite leaming process may better characterize SLA. In
other words, through participating in conversations, specific syntactic structures may be
incorporated into the learner's developing linguistic system, as needed. Long ( l9g0)
applied Hatch's methodology to examine conversations between NSs and NNSs in
comparison with conversations between NSs. These empirical tests of Krashen's input
hypothesis and Hatch's conversational model showed that NSs make themselves
understood to NNSs not only through input modifications but also, and predominantly,
through modifications to the interactional structure of their conversations such as the
comprehension checks, confirmation checl<s, and, clarification requests exemplifed in
Examples (1) through (3) above. Based on these findings, Long (1985) concurred with
Krashen with respect to the necessity of comprehensible input, but he questioned its

snfficiency as the explanatory factor ofSLA and went on to argue inhis interaction
hypothesis thal modifications to the interactional structure ofconversation were the most
important and widely used way of making input comprehensible. As noted by pica
(1994, p.494), "over the years [since the input and interaction hypotheses], a fruitful, and
often controversial, line of research has evolved, much of it focused on a specific type of
interaction, which has come to be known as negotiation."

Empirical Studies of the Negotiation of Meaning
The primary aims of the empirical research have been to document the special
features of negotiation of meaning and to relate these to language leaming processes and

outcomes (for review, see Pica, 1994). As noted above, the stimulus for interactional

modification is the breakdown of communication in conversations where interlocutors
seek to understand each other, often for the purpose of accomplishing a

task. Thus,

negotiation studies expanded the importance ofthe influence of language experience on
language acquisition from a simplistic consideration of comprehensible input to include

interactional modifications by all task interlocutors: the learner, the teacher, and even the

4

More recent discussion ofthe notion ofscaffolding is underway in Vygoskyan approaches to language
acquisition. Bruner (1995) acknowledges his debt to Vygotsky's (1962) concept ofthe zone of proximal
development in which the adult helps the child to accomplish more in every way, linguistic or otherwise,
than she could do on her own.
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other leamers. At first, the efficacy of such interactional modifications that occur during

negotiation of meaning was simply assumed on theoretical grounds, and the primary aim
of empirical studies was to describe the kinds ofnegotiation that occur in classroom-like
tasks.s Early research, indeed, was able to determine what kinds oftasks are more likely
than others to foster negotiation. For instance, aiming initially to validate empirically the
widespread use of small group work (as compared with teacher-fronted work) in the ESL
classroom in terms of promoting negotiation, Pica and Doughty (1985) showed that,
above all, task is an important negotiation variable. During an opinion exchange task,

contrary to what had been predicted, it was found that very liule negotiation emanated

from either class participation pattem, teacher-fronted or small group.6 Instead, without
any task constraints, one interlocutor (either the teacher or a dominant or linguistically

more proficient group member) would generally take the floor and solve the problem
single-handedly

This surprising finding led to a second study, in which different tasks (opinion
exchange vs. information gap) as well as different participation pattems (teacher-fronted

of

vs. group vs. pair) were compared with respect to creating opportunities for negotiation

meaning (Doughty & Pica, 1986).7 It was found that the information-gap task stimulated
negotiated interaction better than the opinion-exchange task, and that the greatest amount

ofnegotiated interaction was generated by the gap task in the small-group participation

pattem. The important features of gap tasks are that they require an equal exchange of
information among all interlocutors and that they have known solutions that participants
are working toward and must contribute to before the task can be completed (Doughty

&

Pica, 1986; Long, 1989; Pica, Kanagy, & Falodun, 1993). The outcome ofthis early
descriptive work was essentially the refinement of the research methodology which
captrrres negotiated interaction and provides some indication of the kind ofclassroom

conditions which might be conducive to negotiation. If negotiation is the aim of the task,
then the task should be designed to be carried out in a small-group format and (a) should
incorporate a requirement for information exchange such that no task participants may
opt out ofthe interaction and (b) should have a convergent goal which all participants

will

5

be able to recognize as having been accomplished. In this way, leamers of all levels

This seems a shaky approach in hindsight, but at the time, the theoretical arguments were widely agreed

upon in the field.
6 The tasks used here were typical ofESL materials ofthe day: who gets the heart? based on information
on a list ofpotential recipients and Who adopts the baby? based on a similar list ofprospective families.
7 The information gap task was a "garden-planting" jigsaw task in which each interlocutor was given an
equal amount ofbut different kind of information needed to complete the taskl
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of ability will contribute to the interaction until the task is completed, and a number of
communication breakdowns leading to negotiation may be expected to occur.
The focus of empirical research on negotiation since these descriptive studies has
been to try to establish a connection between negotiation and SLA. Though tasks had
been developed which could document the

plausibility of interaction involving the

negotiation of meaning, no link had yet been shown between such interaction and
identifiable acquisitional processes. To this end, Pica, Young, & Doughty (1987)
investigated input comprehension within a negotiation framework, testing the claim that
negotiation between learners and interlocutors facilitates comprehension. This was
important to do since the theoretical argument had been made for the acceptability ofan

indirect proof ofthe relationship between negotiation of meaning and SLA, in the
absence ofdirect proof. That isto say, Long ( 1985, p. 378) proposed the following threestep, indirect demonstration

ofthe "relationships between environmental features and

interlanguage development:"
Step 1: Show that (a) linguistic/conversational adjustmentss promote

(b) comprehension of input;

2:
Step 3:
Step

Show that (b) comprehensible input promotes (c) acquisition;
Deduce that (a) linguistic/conversational adjustments promote (c) acquisition.

Since, at the time, theorists were more or less convinced ofthe b -+ c relationship

(Krashen, 1982; Long, 1983), researchers were attracted to demonstrating the a -+ b

relationship which would enable the indirect link (shown in Step 3) to be made between
negotiation and SLA. As shown in Figure 2, Pica and her colleagues examined the
comprehension of NNSs under two conditions: pre-modified (essentially simplified) input
without any opportunities for negotiation vs. unmodified input (generated by NSs) with
spontaneous negotiation (Pica, Doughty,

& Young,

1986; Pica Young,

& Doughty,

1987):

Conditions

lnput
Negotiation

Groups: Modified

+ input modification; - interaction
- input modification; + interaction

Figure 2. Promotion of the comprehension of input.

Linguistic adjusfinents are input modifications, and conversational adjustrnenls are interactional
modifrcations, both ofwhich are found in negotiation sequences.
8
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Compared with the pre-modihed text ofdirections generated by the researchers, the
spontaneous directions negotiated by the subjects contained significantly more repetitions
and rephrasings of breakdown triggers. Furthermore, the comprehension of the

negotiation group was significantly better, and it was found that, among those directions
which were understood better in the interactionally modified condition than in the premodified input condition, three fourths ofthese involved substantial negotiation. These
findings were taken to support the claim that negotiation facilitates L2 comprehension
more effectively than does input modification, and, at least for a time, that negotiation
could be said to be linked, albeit indirectly, to SLA.e

Negotiation of Meaning and Acquisilion
Although comprehension is undoubtedly one important language acquisition process,
researchers eventually became dissatisfied with the indirect approach to establishing a

unique connection between negotiation and acquisition via comprehension, preferring

ultimately to look for more direct evidence that negotiated interaction leads to SLA.
Researchers next hypothesized that, in addition to improved comprehension through

negotiation, leamers also gain specific information abouthow to restructurer| their
interlanguage grammars through the cognitive comparisons that are enabled by working
out communication breakdowns in the target language. In particular, as leamers engage

in communicating messages in the target language, such communication involves the
feedback necessary to facilitate both comprehension and production. This feedback is

what gives the learner information on the proximity of their IL to the target language (TL)
@ica, Holliday, Lewis, & Morgenthaler, 1989). In the comprehensible output hltpothesis,
Swain (1985) has claimed that such opportunities to produce comprehensible output in

initially incomprehensible utterances (termed pushed output) arc
equally vital to the development ofthe leamer's interlanguage competence as are
opportunities to comprehend input. White (1987) has made a related point in her

response to feedback on

proposal for an incomprehensible input hypothesis that emphasizds that it is what the
leamers do about their lack of understanding that leads to interlanguage development.

9 Since the spontaneously interacted tasks were longer, it was possible that comprehension was a result of
more rather lhan negotiated tnteraction. This possibility was ruled out in a subsequent study in which the

time factor was controlled by making the pre modified input as long as the interactionally modified
interaction which took place first (Pica, l99l ). (Loschky, 1994) further argued that since it is an inherent
feature ofnegotiation in comparison with non-negotiated interaction, objections pertaining to any simple
time advantage are untenable.
l0 Restructuring is the psycholinguistic process by which the mental representation ofthe interlanguage
changes en route to but not always at each stage in accordance with the target language.
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The first step in establishing a more direct connection between negotiation and SLA
was documenting the existence of opportunities for cognitive comparisons made possible

when NSs or other NNS learners modify for their interlocutor's benefit, as well as by
comprehensible output which reveals that learners modiff their own production toward
the target due to the assistance of feedback from their interlocutors. Pica et al. (1989)
have described extensively learner and interlocutor restructuring of
that NSs and learners can

IL and TL, finding

modiff their speech toward comprehensibility either

semantically via repetition, rephrasing, and elaboration moves, and/or syntactically via
segmentation of IL units using stress, isolation, and movement. Through these
interactional modifications, input becomes perceptible data for language acquisition
processes, and learners receive feedback which helps them to

modiff their own IL

production attempts.

Moving forward from the hypothesis that comprehension and production during
negotiation (and the IL restructuring which brings these about) are important acquisitional
processes, the aim of interactionist research became one of going beyond the detailed

description of negotiation sequences to documenting the direct-rather than logically

inferred---connection between negotiation and acquisition. Thus far, two types of studies
have suggested that negotiation may contribute to interlanguage development. For
example, in one study of the acquisition of vocabulary and double noun locatives by L2
learners of Japanese (Loschky, 1994),the effects of negotiation both on comprehension
and on SLA (operationalized as subsequent intake revealed on posttests) were

investigated. Learners completed five days of information gaps tasks under conditions
designed to expose them to unmodified vs. modified input (both without interaction) as
well

as

to negotiated interaction (which is the combination of unmodified input plus

interaction) (see Figure 3).
Conditions

Groups: Control

Input
Negotiation
Modified

- input modification; - interaction
+ input modification; - interaction
- input modification;

*

interaction

Figure -3. Effects of negotiation on comprehension and acquisition.
Acquisition was measured by gains in recognition of 32 vocabulary items, with
recognition "generally considered the first stage in vocabulary acquisition" (Teichroew,
1982 cited in Loschky,1994, p. 308) and sentence verification of the locatives, since
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verif,tcation has been "long used to measure receptive grammatical processing', (Fraser,
Bellugi, & Brown, 1963 cited in Loschky 1994, p.308). Loschky argued that without
the
potentially confounding factor of production, recognition and verification
are

straightforward and direct measures of the relationship between comprehension and
acquisition' Results of this study replicated the earlier finding that negotiation facilitates
moment-to-moment comprehension better than conditions without interaction (pica,
Young, & Doughty, 1987). Loschky also showed that pre-modified input did not
facilitate more comprehension than the control, unmodified condition, confirming the
Pica et. al findings that mere simplification of input in advance of interaction is not

beneficial.ll However, contrary to what had

been predicted by the interaction hypothesis,

this study was not able to demonstrate that moment-to-moment comprehension leads to
acquisition, as all three groups made equal progress in their acquisition of vocabulary and
locatives' One possible explanation for this is that recognition and verification wbre not
stringent enough measures of SLA to have separated out the effects of exposure (control),
input modifi cation, and negotiation.
The second line of studies sought to establish the direct connection between
negotiation and SLA using a different methodology-looking for instances of previously
negotiated language in subsequent production. Inother words, the effects of negotiation
on SLA were examined in terms of comparing immediate modifications during

negotiation and subsequent production after the negotiation, i.e., upon the next
opportunity for production of the same negotiated language feature. In an early, simple
discourse analysis of negotiation during a communicative task, Gass and Varonis (1989)
found that a handful of instances of negotiation which both occurred early in a
conversation and resulted in a learner modifuing IL output toward the target language
eventually did occur again some 20 turns later in the conversation, when another context

for use of the same feature arose. Doughty (1992), however, found that in analyzing the
discourse collected over a one-year study ofclassroom interaction, subsequent
opportunities to use forms previously modified during negotiation revealed learners using
both the original IL form and the modified form making it less clear whether one-time

negotiation can permanently affect the developing IL and begging the question of how
much negotiation is needed to result in acquisition.
Since neither of these discourse analytic studies employed even a quasi-experimental

methodology, the findings cannot be considered conclusive. In another study, Gass and

I I Note that Pica, Young, and Doughty (19S7) technically could not make thip claim since their study had
not included a control group, whereas Loshky's study showed the lack of advantage for the pre-modified
input group over the control group.
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design of research which seeks
Varonis (1994) introduced two major improvements to the
the nature of modified input
to measure acquisitional effects of negotiation, one involving
SLA' In this complex design'
and the other attempting a more precise measurement of
negotiation on comprehension,
they compared the effects of both input modification and
on learner output. To capture this,
and then attempted to isolate the effects of negotiation
varying conditions of input and
NSs were paired with NNSs, and then were assigned to
interaction across two trials:

Trial

I

Conditions
- input modification; - interaction (A)
- input modification; * interaction (B)
+ input modification; - interaction (C)
+ input modification;

*

interaction (D)

(A) - interaction
(A) + interaction
(B) - interaction
(B) + interaction
(C) - interaction
(C) + interaction

(D) - interaction
(D) + interaction
Figure 4. Effects of input modification and negotiation on comprehension'
the
In the first trial, NSs provided directions, and NNSs completed a task involving
pre-modified
placement of objects on a background scene. Half of the NSs speakers read
directions, and half read unmodified directions. Within each of those two input
trial, the
conditions, dyads were assigned to + and - interaction conditions. In the second
doing the
task roles were reversed with the NNSs providing the direitions and the NSs
task. Once again, the groups were split into + and - interaction conditions so that the
effects of prior interaction as well as prior input modification in Trial l, as revealed in

Trial2 could be assessed. Findings revealed that both modified input and negotiation
affected immediate task performance. When the NS was the direction giver (Trial l),
both of these conditions led to greater NNS comprehension, as measured by success on
task. The prior opportunity to interact, in turn, enabled the NNSs to provide better
directions on the subsequent Trial2, as measured by the task success of the NS. Oddly,
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however, the *interaction condition itself on Trial 2 did not favor
the learners in that
group, a finding which is not consistent with the results
of the effects of Trial I nor with
previous research. With regard to input modification, when
the initial directions included
modified input' the NNS was able to understand directions better,
but subsequently was
less able to offer clear directions than the NNS who heard unmodified
input. Thus,
modified input may help a NNS comprehend in the short run but
may be a deterrent in
subsequent language production. Finally, although the study
was explicitly designed to
show that negotiated language is acquired, there were no instances
of language negotiated
during Trial I that appeared in Trial2.

To summarize thus far, studies have consistently replicated the finding
that
interactionally modified input is superior to modified input processing
without interaction
in fostering learner comprehension, as was originally reported by pica, young,
and
Doughty (1987). By now, this seems to be a fairly robust finding particularly
since,
whereas the input in the Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) study had been pre-modified
by the researchers, the Gass and Varonis (199a) study offered the methodological

improvement that the pre-modified input was recorded naturally from NS-NNS
interaction. This research advance probably explains why input modification on Trial
I
was, at least in the short-term, facilitative of comprehension. However, although
Gass
and Varonis provided opportunities for negotiation (Trial 1) and contexts for subsequent
production (Trial 2), no instances of acquisition were found, leaving any direct link
between negotiation and acquisition yet to be established.

It is important to note that opportunities for negotiation may not automatically be
equated with negotiated interaction, since learners may not necessarily take advantage of
the opportunity provided by the research conditions. In other words, it may be important
to go beyond simply assigning subjects to +l- interaction conditions to examine the
number of negotiation opportunities available in the discourse and to measure the number
of negotiation sequences that occur. The task used in Gass & Varonis' Trial2 was

different than the task in Trial 1, so it is possible that there were no natural contexts in
which to use acquired language.12 An alternative explanation, if indeed negotiation, but
not acquisition, had taken place in the Gass and Varonis study is that interactional
modifications are not instantaneously effective and thus need time to appear as acquired,
as is suggested by the researchers themselves.

Since the findings that NSs did not experience better comprehension as a function

of

the interactional condition in Gass and Varonis' Trial2 were surprising, these findings
12 The task on the first trial was assembling a farm scene, but the second taslC involved putting together a
beach scene.
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link between
verified. To remedy the difficulties with tracing the direct
replicated the Gass and Varonis study'
negotiation and SLA, (Doughty, 1996a) partially
with examining the effects of
but further enhanced the part ofthe design which deals
oftrials
on language acquisition (a) by expanding the number

needed to be

interactional modification
the tasks'r3 and (c) by measuring
from two to three, (b) by making an effort to match
lt was expected that the earlier benefits
actual rather mere opportunities for negotiation
be replicated' Finally' in order to
of interaction for L2 comprehension would be thus

provideanopportunityforlateremergenceofinteractionallymodifiedL2features(i.e.,if
took place one week after the second
time for assimilation is needed), the third trial which
was added to the design:

Trial

Conditions

I

- input modification; - interaction (A)
- input modification; + interaction (B)

.,

(A) - interaction
(B) + interaction

3

(A) - interaction
(B) + interaction

Figure 5. Modification of Gass & Varonis (1994)'
from communication
In order to assess directly whether extracting themselves
ofthe data gave precise attention
breakdowns via negotiation benefits SLA, the analysis
(b) actually
to assessing the relationship between (a) opportunities for negotiation'
of negotiated language
occurring negotiation sequences, and (c) subsequent appearance
Trials. In other words, care was
features later in the discourse ofthe same Trial or in later
linked to their interactional
taken to ensure that subjects' success on task was somehow

experienceduringthetaskratherthansimplytotask-doersuccess'laThefindingsofthis
when the scoring
study show a clear advantage for the negotiation group in all three trials,
method took into account those components in the task which are actually described by
(Biesty 1992). A
Tasks in this study required the assembly ofcomplex "lncredible Cross-Sections"
similar scenes
they
contain
since
were
used
passengerjet and a iassenger train (the latter in two v€rsions)
movies'
watching
(eating,
sleeping,
activities
inuoluing itr" .u-" linds olpeople (passengers and staff) and
13

etc.).
la Since Trials 2 & 3 were unscripted (as was the case in studies by Loshky and Cass & Varonis), it was
important to note w hich pieces were actually described to the NS task doer by the NNS direction giver.
place
Furthermore, it was apparent that sometimes during the tasks, the task doers would select a piece and
piece'
pertaining
that
to
it somewhere without having heard any direction
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Trial2 of

another replication study (polio & Gass,
1998) also used more refined scoring procedures
and also confirmed previous findings
that interaction does have an effect onL2comprehension.
In order to answer the more important question
of whether the *interaction condition
promoted negotiation sequences which
then led to acquisition (as opposed to merely
providing opportunities for negotiation),
Doughty (r996a)examined both the quantity
and the quality of interaction that occurred
during the tasks. The findings here are
striking' Although learners in the negotiation group
comprehended more as evidenced by
greater success on task, very little interactional
modification took place in the overall
discourse, ranging from less than one percent
for many subjects to a maxim um l7o/o on
one task for one subject' such findings underscore
the importance of documenting rather
than assuming that negotiation of meaning
has taken place. Despite the small am6unt
of
interactionally modified discourse, it is still possible
that, where they occurred, the
interactional modifications were sufficient to
move the NNS L2 production toward the
TL' Thus, in order to determine whether any of the negotiated
language affected the
subsequent productions of the NNS, each of
the triggers formed the basis of a Boolean
search for later occurrences of either the interactionally
modified feature or the original
nontargetlike version. This search was carried
out across the rest of the trial transcript in
which the modification occurred as well as in all transcripts
of subsequent trials. once
again, the findings are striking. of the already
small number of interactionally modified
language features, less than half were involved in
some kind of change, but, more
importantly only a fraction were modified by the NNS
or the NS towardthe TL. A much
more common occulrence was that the NNS modified the
NS utterance away from the
target' or the NS simply accepted NNS utterances without modifuing
them. Finally,
although this study shows, once again, that negotiation is useful
in promoting
comprehension, only an infinitesimal number of language features that
were modified
toward the TL ate only used in a TL way later on in the same task or are used
even once
in a targetlike way in subsequent trials.

In summary then, although Doughty (1996a) looked more closely at the discourse in
order to uncover the effects ofnegotiation on restructuring as revealed in subsequent
production contexts, very few previously-negotiated language features were found in the
later discourse. There are three possible explanations for this. Despite the care taken in
constructing the tasks, the tasks themselves may still have provided a barrier to the kind
of interactional modifications which involve linguistic adjustments. Furthermore,
perhaps a certain concentration of interactional modifications must be achieved before
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appropriate, then it may have been necessary
effects can be observed. If the tasks were
over a longer period of time before
for subjects to engage in interactional modification
a positive effect for
;, iritr, [ "t *g". emerge. In fact, Mackey (1995, lggg) found targeted the
English questions, where the tasks
negotiation on the acquisition of L2
were determined to be developmentally ready for
features of questions, and the learners
Ultimately, only a longitudinal study can uncover
the acquisition of question formation'

whethersucheffectsarelasting.Finallyitmaybethecasethatinteractionalmodification
that the conversational model of
\s onlydirectly beneficial for L2comprehension and
In other words, there may indeed be a more
language acquisition is too powerful.
relationship among comprehension' negotiation
complex, subtle, and as yet undescribed
and acquisition.

Negotiation of Form
:
of^meaning' though
negotiation
is
that
researchers
several
of
The tentative conclusion
acquisition (particularly with regard to its
somehow very beneficial to language
not the only process involved in SLA' In other
contributio ntoL2comprehension), is
not
toward the TL, the negotiation of meaning may
words, with regard to IL restructuring
n (1992) claims that students in communicative
provide the entire explanation. Lightbow
quality
negotiation takes prace) have trouble getting
classrooms (where presumably much
because learners cannot filter the
input andsuggests that this difficulty comes about
in terms of what ls quality input and what is rzol
varied input available in the classroom
quality inPut.

even in the richest contexts for language
Some recent studies have begun to suggest
program-full nativelike ability is not
learning-immersion or content-based language
French
language learners. For example, studies of

ultimately acquired by classroom
what has come to be called a classroom
immersion programs in Canada have revealed
1989)' While it is certainly true that
registeror even classroom pidgin (Swain & Lapkin,
in the second language during primary and
after seven to ten years of virtual immersion
far more fluently than counterpart
secondary education, anglophone learners speak French
their French
who have studied French more traditionally, a number of features of
students

are still not targetlike and appear to have stabilized in a classroom

form.

One example is

pressure to mark the
that of nominal gender: perhaps because there is no corlmunicative
bother to do
gender of nouns with the appropriate determiner, immersion students do not
the problem which is
so (Harley & Swain, l9S4). These findings and suggestions lead to

currently occupying the attention of many social interactionist SLA researchers: although
there clearly have been many advantages of communicative language teaching, focusing
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only on facilitating the negotiation of meaning does
not enable second language leamers
to reach targetlike levels of ultimate attainment,
even after long periods oftotal
immersion in the second language. Something appears
to be lacking with regard to
formal features oflanguage, particurarly those that are not
obligatory for communication.
Thus, the negotiation model ofincidental learning of form,
whether via comprehensible
input or comprehensible output, is not sufficiently explanatory.
with regard to the
practical considerations ofthe language classroom,
it is now ofinterest to discover how
learners can be brought to the acquisition oflinguistic
forms which are possibly
unnoticeable in communicative interaction and are seemingly
unnecessary (at least from
the learner's point of view). This would be particularly
important in contexts of advanced
language leaming where nativelike ability is an important
acquisitional goal.
one recent advancement on the negotiation model is the
emphasis on the benefits of
output during collaborative discourse (Swain, 1995). For
Swain, production is noi simply
a measure ofSLA, but rather, it serves severar functions
which are part and parcel ofthe
process ofsLA (Swain, 1gg5). Furthermore, Swain proposes
that there are three things
that leamers do under the circumstances of lack of comprehension:

l.

Leamers may notice a gap between what they want to say
and what they can say,
leading them to notice what they do not know at all, or what
they know onlv
partially (the noticing function ofpushed oulput).

2.

output may test

a hypothesis that may attract feedback that can then
lead leamers

to "reprocess" (the hypothesis-testing function) . (1995, p. 126)
3. As learners reflect upon their own target language use, their
output serves a
metalinguistic function, enabling them to control and internalize linguistic
knowledge (the conscious refl ection function).
Thus, in addition to the promotion offluency, output has three additional functions
which assist learners in moving toward targetlike accuracy in the L2. A study in which
Swain and Lapkin (1995) employed a "think aloud" analysis ofL2 composing processes
provides evidence that leamers are indeed able to notice gaps and to formulate hypotheses
about how to

fill them. Swain and Lapkin

go on to claim that these cognitive processes

ofnoticing and testing generate new linguistic knowledge

as

well

as consolidate

existing

knowledge. These claims, of course, remain to be tested by empirical research. The third
function of output is what Swain and others sometimes terms negotiation about form
(Lyster, 1998; Swain, 1995). In this type ofnegotiation, learners reflect consciously
about language. To investigate this metalinguistic function of output, Swain and her
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in combination with the think aloud analysis data
collcagues employed a dictogloss task
as follows:
collection technique. The dictogloss works
which [deals] with a topic they had been
Thc teacher [prcpares] a sho(, dense text
grammatical features recently reviewed by
corrsidcrir.rg in class and which Iincludes]
speed' to the students While it [is]
her. 'l'he tcxt [is] read aloud twice' at normal
words and phrases' Following this' students
bcirrg rcacl, sludents Iot] down familiar
the text from their shared resources They [are]
lworki in pairs to reconstruct
both with respect to content
to reconstrtlct the text as accurately as possible'
"xpc"te.l
p 133)'
aucl graururarr (Swain' 1995,
data to
'l'he collaborative effort of the students to reconstruct the text serves as the
ofoutput Reporting on the work ofa graduate
invcstigate thc metalinguistic function
Swain observes the first inklings that
:;tu.l"nt 1l.ot'i"rrc, reported in Swain'1995)'
learning' Such an interpretation is made
ncgotiation ol'fbrrr uray rcsult in language
in which she developed dyad-specific post-tests
possible by l,a[)ierre's design innovation
interaction. LaPierre predicted that when
on thc basis of tl.re transcripts ofthe dictogloss

thc0orrcotsoltttiotrwasarrivedatduringthenegotiationofforminthedictogloss,this
wouldbereflectedingreateraccuracyonthetailoredposttest.Thecorollaryprediction
wastl]atwhcrctregotiationofformledtotheinconectsolutionofthelinguisticproblem,
lcarnelswouldlikelyretainthisincorrectinformationaboutthetargetlanguage'Though
research design provided for no pretest of the
no strong cltrinrs catr be made since the
indicated that' ofthe 140
negotiatt:d linguistic knowledge' the results

mctalinguistically
were correct when subsequently tested
ncgotiations lcading to correct solutions' 807o
that went aslray'70o/o ofthese were
u*uin on thc posttest, and tl,at, ofthe 2l rregotiations
clearly there are
p'
still inaccurate or.r the railored posttests (Swain, 1995, 140).
aims include
ir.nplications for the negotiation of form' if the pedagogical
pcclagogioal

rrcouracy.'l'hismaybeparticularlyusefulsince,whenlearnersfocusentirelyontask
goals,tlreynaybeableloattainanadequatelevelofunderstandingwithoutnecessarily
aclrieving l0oo/o TL acctlracy'
F-octts on

Form

Although there is general agreement that oftentimes accuracy is an important
be
classroom language accluisition goal, it is by no means entirely clear ftow learners may
assistcd via olassroom procedurcs and tasks in becoming morc targetlike. particularly
witl.rout resorting to lists of grammar rulcs and/or descriptive paradigms of linguistic
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structures. Long ( l 99 r ) offers the following definition of focus on
form which
distinguishes this kind ofattention to form in the context ofmeaningful
communication
from the isolation ofringuistic form that is so characteristic oftraditional grammar_based
instruction:
...whereas the content of lessons with a focus onforms

is

the formsthemselves, a

syllabus with a focus onform Leaches something else_biology, mathematics,
workshop practice, automobile repair, the geography ofa country where
the foreign
language is spoken, the cultures of its speakers, and so on_and
overtly draws
students' attention to linguistic elements as they arise incidentally in
lessons whose

overriding focus in on meaning or communication. (Long, 1991, pp. 44_45)
Attention to linguistic form in language teaching can be accomplished
using a variety
ofpedagogical interventions, ranging from the most explicit metalinguistic rule
explanation to the most implicit visual input enhancement. Arguments against
the more
explicit procedures center around the likelihood ofprecluding fluency (which
has been

the major advancement of communicative approaches to classroom language
acquisition)
since, in such procedures, language becomes the object rather than the means

of

discussion. Thus, implicit focus-on-form techniques are potentially more viable because
the aim is to add anention la form into a primarily communicative task (Long, 1991;
Long & Robinson, I 998) rather than to depcrt from a communicative goal in order to
discuss a linguistic feature. But how can leamer attention be attracted to linguistic form
during communication?
Perhaps some insight may be gained from recent insights gained from child language

acquisition studies which have also concluded that attention or noticing is important to
language acquisition: "the only linguistic material that can figure in language making
[i.e., development] are stretches ofspeech that attract the child's attention to a sufficient
degree to be noticed and held in memory" (Slobin, 1985). By now, a very large number

ofchild

language acquisition studies have shown that what children acquire early are the

perceptually salient features oflanguage, such as the beginnings and endings ofwords or
the stressed elements ofutterances (Slobin, 1985; Slobin, 1992). The findings ofthese
studies have led SLA researchers to suggest that noticing or some form of attention is
necessary for L2 leaming (Schmidt, 1990, 1992, in press).

Ifthis suggestion is correct,

then it is important to determine empirically when and how attention to linguistic form

might benefit language learners in the classroom.
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addresses the question of how leamer
There is a considerable body of research which
& Williams, 1998a&b for a review)' Two
attention can be drawn to form (see Doughty
of
procedures which have evolved from the notion
additional examples of focus-on-form
here to provide a substantive idea of how focus
negotiation of meaning will be discussed
interaction to greater acquisitional effect'
on form may be incorporated into negotiated
techniques, including these two' have in common
Keeping in mind that all focus on form
notice TL features and IL gaps/holes' we turn now
the important aim of getting learners to
and recasting'
to the techniques of interaction enhancement
of focus on form is clear in Long's
Although the intent of the theoretical construct
remain to be specified and tested empirically'
recommendation, the procedures and tasks
focus-on-form task development may be
Accordingly, three specific criteria for implicit
gleaned from Long's recommendation:

.Thetargetofthefocusonformshouldariseincidentallyintheotherwisecontentbased lesson.

.
.

focus should remain on meaning or
The primary (in Long's terms "overriding")
communication' And,
to form rather than risking that
The teacher should draw students' attention
any pedagogical assistance'
students will notice linguistic form without

focus-on-forin technique designed to
Interaction enhancement is a moderately implicit
instruction (Muranoi,1996, in preparation)'
be integrated into communication-oriented
basis of strategic interaction which takes
Interaction enhancement was developed on the
that create contexts that guide
place during interactive, problem-solving scenarios
discourse (DiPietro, 19S7)' Interaction
learners to use the target language in realistic
with some attention paid to grammatical
enhancement emphasizes negotiation of meaning
a rehearsal phase' a performance
accuracy. Like strategic interaction, it has three phases:
phase, the instructor gives the class a
phase, and a debriefing phase. During the rehearsal
solved through interaction (each
scenario which provides them with a problem to be
obligatory contexts for the target form). Students form pairs and
scenario has several

scenario is performed by a
prepare for the performance. During the performance phase the
dyad as a
representative student and the instructor. The use of a student-teacher
performance pair distinguishes interaction enhancement from the original strategic
is
interaction in which roles are only performed by student-student pairs. This
advantageous for interaction enhancement because the teacher needs to manipulate

feedback intentionallY.
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The performance phase is followed by the debriefing phase in which the teacher and
students (both the representatives and the audience) evaluate how well interaction was

canied out. In DiPietro's strategic interaction, the focus ofdebriefing is on meaning.
That is, the degree of success in conveying the meaning has the first priority. However,
interaction enhancement adds attention to form in the debriefing stage. In this way,

interaction enhancement is an improvement upon both strategic interaction and
negotiation of meaning in that the teacher leads learners' attention to a particular form in
the context of the communicative strategic interaction. In other words, interaction
enhancement is an instructional intervention in which the teacher pushes L2 leamers to

produce output and provides them with very focused interactional modifications in order

to lead them to notice a particular mismatch between their interlanguage grammar and the
target language grammar, and to lead them to modify the incorrect output within the

framework of strategic interaction.
In a study of the efficacy of interactional enhancement, (Muranoi, 1 996) provided
requests for repetition whenever a student performing in a rental-complaint scenario made

overgeneralized errors with the indefinite article, which was the target form of the study.

According to Muranoi, requests for repetition have a dual function working both to attach
a flag to an incorrect

form (input enhancement) and to guide the leamer to produce

modified output (output enhancement). Whenever the leamer did not modifu output after
receiving requests for repetition twice, the teacher provided a recast which presented the
grammatical form by modifring what the learner produced (interaction enhancement). In
this study, students were assigned to different debriefing tlpes as well, ranging from more
explicit, form oriented discussion to meaning-focused debriefing. The findings ofthis
very promising interaction enhancement study show that focused negotiation can be

effective in bringing about IL restructuring. First, it was found that interaction
enhancement, in which L2 teachers provide focus-on-form feedback within interactive
task-based instruction, had a positive effect on L2 learners' restructuring

ofthe

interlanguage article system (as measured by their ability to use articles in new contexts
provided by picture description tasks).15 secondly, the results indicated that the impact of

interaction enhancement depends upon the fpe of debriefing which follows strategic
interaction: interaction enhancement plus attention to form during debriefing had a
greater effect than interaction enhancement plus meaning-focused debriefing. Also quite
interesting are the third and fourth findings that the positive effect of interaction
enhancement on the leaming of the indefinite article was plojected onto the leaming of

15

The effect of interaction enhancement lasted at least for five weeks
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the less discoursally marked definite article and that interaction enhancement, which was
administered in the oral mode, had a positive effect not only on the learners' oral
production but also on their production in the written mode. Finally, and of potentially
great interest in the EFL setting where large classes are the norm, not only learners who
participated in interaction enhancement but also learners who observed it improved their

performance with the English article system (but see Mackey, 1995, whose findings were
less promising in this regard).

Another focused intervention technique-recasting during communicative
activities-takes advantage of some recent developments in the study of child language
acquisition through parent-child interaction that provides negative evidence (t-e.,
language experience data about what is nor possible in the adult language) as well as on
observations of the spontaneous occurrence of such evidence to learners in ESL and

foreign language classrooms. As is well known in debates among child language
researchers, there is little consensus as to precisely what comprises the negative evidence
that provides learners with information about the proximity (or lack thereofl of their
current linguistic hypotheses to the target language. Whereas early definitions limited
negative evidence to explicit prohibitions or corrections of child language, and, thus
defined, there was virtually no support for a role for negative evidence in child language
acquisition Brown and Hanlon (1970), recently there has been a concerted effort by child
language researchers to reconceptualize negative evidence in a manner that is consistent
with the nature of child-directed discourse as well as to investigate any correlations
between negative evidence and subsequent language acquisition. These child language
acquisition findings vis ir vis the provision of negative evidence by adults can only be

briefly summarized here but have constituted an important source of motivation for the
SLA studies discussed below. Three statistically important findings in the child recasting
research are that:

.

Adults are more likely to recast or request clarification of children's ill-formed
utterances than of the well-formed ones (Demetras, Post, & Snow, 1987)

.

Adults are more likely to recast ill-formed utterances with only one error than
those with many (Bohannon

.

& Stanowitz,

1988).

Adults are more likely to provide "specific contrastive evidence" by giving
exemplars (in their recasts) of the correct syntactic form or pronunciation
immediately after the child enor has been uttered (Bohannon & Stanowitz, 1988).
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Such findings suggest that parents provide systemdtic information to children by

recasting their errors in a focused way (e.g., on only one enor and providing the targetlike

exemplar). Of course, it can be argued that documenting the mere provision of negative
evidence is not sufficient to claim its usefulness in language acquisition. In response to
this argument, it has been shown that childrenbolh notice the linguistic information
brought into focus by adults and seem to make use of it as shown by the following

Ll

findings:
Children show their sensitivity to parental feedback by being more likely to repeat
recasts than to repeat adult repetitionsl6 (Bohannon

& Stanowitz,

1988; Fanar,

1ee2).

Children imitate the grammatical morphemes contained in corrective recasts but
do not imitate the identical information contained in other discourse categories

(all constituting positive evidence) (Fanar, 1992).
Parental feedback has been shown to be conelated with child language acquisition

of specific morphemes (Fanar, 1990).
Taken together these

Ll

findings suggest that not only do adults provide negative

evidence to children, but children norice this informati on and malez use of it in

acquisition. Furthermore, examination of child-directed discourse shows clearly that the
provision ofnegative evidence in the form ofrecasting does not intemrpt the
communication between parent and child, but rather is incidental to it.
Given that recasting is frequent in child language acquisition and that the preliminary
findings from the child language studies indicate that such recasting has an effect on the
subsequent development of the features that were recast for the child by the parent. both
experimental and classroom SLA studies have begun to examine the efficacy of recasting

in child and adult SLA. For example, it has been demonstrated that not only is recasting
(among other types) a frequent feature of child NS-NNS task discourse (25% overall), but
that the child NNSs are able to use the information provided in the recasts in their own
subsequent utterances (about 35% ofthe time) (Oliver, 1995). Furthermore, in adult L2
classrooms, it has been observed that between one quarter and one third ofall teacher
feedback is corrective feedback, regardless oftask t)?e and that teachers seem to prefer
and employ frequently two response t]?es: correction of utterances with one error only

topic continuation after learner utterances with no enors (Doughty, 1994a).
Adults have also been shown to repeat well-formed child utterances but not to repeat child ill-formed
utterances (Demetras, Post, & Snow, 1987).
16

&
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Recasts are appealing as a focus-on-form technique, in particular, because they satis$

Long's requirement of unobtrusiveness of the pedagogical intervention into the
communicative activity. Furthermore, this line of research is quite promising because the
hndings of experimental as well as the classroom studies appear to converge' To provide
an example of this complementary research approach, three representative studies
discussed in some

will

be

detail. The first is an experimental study of the effects of recasting vs.

the provision of models, the second is a classroom study comparing the effects of
recasting with a control treatment, and the third is another experimental study which

left open by the classroom study. The overall research question of
the three studies was essentially the same: Are learners able to perceive and use implicit
negative feedback (i.e., recasts) during task-based communication? Although, as
addresses a question

described earlier, it has been shown that children notice and use recasts, it has often been
claimed that learners do not recognize the differences among the various kinds of teacher'
discourse moves (Allen, Swain, Harley, & Cummins, 1990; Lyster, 1998). This may be
because, in comparison with parental recasting, teachers respond far more often to learner

fifty percent of all, tums in the classroom
interaction), and often do not tailor their responses to utterances with only one error (as
do parents). It is, therefore, not surprising that SLA researchers have been cautious about

utterances (classically taking every other, thus

the effectiveness of teacher feedback. Accordingly, recent studies have sought ways to
enable learners to notice the intent of the teacher feedback while not resorting to

metalinguistic comment. The manner in which this is accomplished in the three studies
discussed here involves the restriction of feedback to one or two learning problems and
the provision of feedback whenever such learning problems arise during communicative

activities.
The first experimental study which demonstrates the effectiveness of such targeted
recasting is the recent work by Ortega and Long (1997) who have shown that recasts are
superior to models (and to a control treatment) in promoting (at least the short-term)

acquisition of adverb placement in Spanish as a foreign language. The subjects in the
study engaged in an activity in which they directed the researcher to describe objects in a
scene according to taped prompts which were given to subjects via headphone and then

reiterated by subjects. The following example contrasts a model with a recast.

(4) Model:

Prompt:
NNS:
NS:

Elena toma a veces caf6.
(repeats) Elena toma a veces caf6

(noverbal response: nods)
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Recast:

Prompt:

a veces

NNS:

Elena toma caf6 a veces

NS:

Elena toma a veces caf6, si? Mmhm

The results of this study revealed no leaming by the control group and statistically

significantly higher posttest scores on adverb placement for the students who heard
recasts of utterances involving adverb placement than for those who received models.

More than halfofthe subjects who improved were also able to place novel adverbs
accurately on the posttest.lT Furthermore, in a debriefing interview, when asked if they
had learned anything new,

halfofthe

students in the recast condition were able to

formulate and explain the Spanish adverb order rule correctly and explicitly.
Although the findings of the experimental recasting study are indeed encourdging,
there are two drawbacks to this research: there was no delayed posttest, and the treatment
was delivered one-on-one under highly controlled conditions, thereby reducing the

ecological validity of the findings. However, the findings have been independently
corroborated by a nonequivalent control group design classroom study which incoporated
the same principles oftargeting one or two L2 features and providing recasts for nearly
every leamer error (Doughty & Varela, 1998). More specifically, in order to investigate
whether or not a task-natural and mainly incidental focus on form would be feasible and

effective in a content-based (thus primarily meaning-focused) classroom context,
Doughty and Varela formed a researcher-classroom teacher team and attempted to
implement focus on form into an ESL science class. Because the primary aim of these

ofthe science curriculum, this was an ideal context for the
implementation of an implicit focus-on-form technique.

classes was the teaching

In designing the materials and procedures for this study, the teacher observed her own
class for a period of two weeks in order (a) to take note
a period

ofher student's interlanguage for

of time so that a feature of English could be identified for which the majority of

students could potentially benefit from a push to target accuacy and (b) to recommend a
task that could be used to embody the focus-on-form research by providing a natural and
essential context for the use of the form (Loschky

& Bley-Vroman, 1993). Consequently,

focus on form was operationalized in this study as frequent recasts, targeting past time
reference inthe oral and written reporting ofscience experiments. Every time the

This study was, in fact, far more complex than is discussed here. Two features were targeted, but only
was acquired. The second feature-topicalization word order-was probably too advanced for the subjects
who participated in the study. See Ortega and Long (1997) for further details.
1?
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leamers made an error in the targeted forrn, the teacher (Varela) would either (a) repeat
the enor with rising intonation to call the leamer's attention to the problem and then

provide a recast (see example 5) or (b) simply recast (see example 6), in each case
without further comment or interruption to the science work being canied out by the
students.l8

(5) Corective recasting
S: I think the worm will go under the tissue.
T: Y ou think the worm wil/ go under the tissue?

S:
T:

no response

You thought the worm would go under the tissue.

(6) Simple recasting

S:
T:

I think the worm will go under the tissue.
Oh, you thought the worm would go under the tissue'

Feedback ofone type or the other was provided whether the students were working

individually, in groups or altogether with the rest of the class. A parallel form of
feedback was provided on all written work for which the teacher would circle the error
and provide the written recast. other comments on the lab reports pertained only to the
scientific content, and students were asked to revise the reports based on all of the teacher
comments. No other enors were corrected during the five weeks of the study'
Gain scores from pre- to posttests ofthe oral and written science reporting showed a
significant advantage on three oral measures and three written measures for the focus-onform group in comparison with a control group, which had followed the regular science

cuniculum without any pedagogical intervention on their expression of past time.
Results of a delayed posttest administered two months later revealed that the findings
held on five of the six measures. Thus, it appears that recasting in the context of a
meaningful science cuniculum was effective in promoting both accuracy and increased
attempts at past time reference. As is the case in parental recasting of child utterances,
ESL learners who were intent on carrying out and reporting on science experiments were
nonetheless able to attend to, notice, and incorporate the FonF as revealed by their
increased accuracy in expressing past time.

l8 ln the case ofexample 5, it should be noted that th€ conective recasting is somewhat more overt than was
the recasting in the Ortega and Long ( 1997) experiment'
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However, given the two types of recasts, corrective and simpre, that were employed
by varela in content-based science class, the question was left open as to whether one, the
other, or the combination ofthese focus-on-form techniques was the source of the
experimental effects. To tease apart the potential benefits of corrective versus simple
recasting, Doughty, Izumi, Maciukaire, and zapata (1999) utilized a modified version of
the controlled experimental design ofthe ortega and Long (1997) study, but added a
fourth condition inspired by the Doughty and varela (199g) work as well as a delayed

posttest.le specifically, the study compared the effects ofmodels, recasts, and what were
termed focused recasts (equivalent to co*ective recasting) on the acquisition ofL2
Spanish word order. 53 intermediate level learners of spanish were randomly assigned to
one of the four conditions: control, model, recast, or focused recast, as shown below.
Examples for adverb placement word order are given, however the study also targeted

topicalization as had been done by Ortega and Long (1997).
(7) Control

Received a placebo treatment not focused on the target orders:
discussion of working conditions for Latin American women

(8) Model
Prompt on tape:

Juan bebe la leche los sribados

NNS: (repeats)

Juan bebe la leche los sSbados

Researcher:

Mmhmm

(9) Recast
Prompt on tape:

los s6bados

NNS:

Juan bebe la leche los siibados

Researcher:

Juan bebe los siibados la leche, si? Mm hmm

(

10) Focused recast

Prompt on

tape:

los sdbados

NNS:

Juan bebe la leche los s6bados

Researcher:

Bebe la leche los s6bados?
Juan bebe los s6bados la leche, si? Mm hmm

l9 Other modifications included lengthening ofthe assessment measures, use of familiar vocabulary items,
and increased contextualization of the grammaticality judgement task.
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recast
comparing (5) and (6) discussed earlier with (9) and (10) above, shows that the
kinds ofrecasts that
and focused recast conditions independently operationalized the two
Results of
were employed in tandem naturalistically by varela in the classroom study.
(b) whether
this study can be interpreted in terms of(a) pretest to posttest improvement'

(c) whether or not there
or not any gains were maintained on the delayed posttest, and
posttest' but
were any delayed elfects (i.e., no immediate improvement seen on the
there are eight
improvement from pretest to delayed posttest)' Thus, for each group,
placement and topicalization;
measures ofpotential gain (two word order types: adverb
judgement; and
two measures for each word order type-production and grammaticality
times-at posttest and at delayed posttest). The focused recast and recast

two assessment

groupswereclearlysuperiortothemodelandcontrolconditions,showingsignificant
in
improvement on six ofthe eight and five of the eight measures respectively'
with only two for the models and no change at any time for the control groupi
comparison

Thefocusedrecastgroupappearstodoslightlybetterthantherecastgroup'andfurther
more difficult word order,
analyses revealed more influence ofthe focused recasts on the
topicalization (see Doughty et- al.' 1999 ' for details)'
In sum, recasts, which occur naturally in many contexts ofnegotiation of meaning,
have now been demonstrated to be effective when employed as a focus-on-form

pedagogical intervention (see Long, 1999, for review). Futhermore, taken together, the
finclings of the metalinguistic reflection task (dictogloss), the interaction enhancement,
and especially the converging findings

ofthe experimental and classroom recasting

negotiation
studies suggest very strongly that, when learners are already engaged in the
meaning, focus on form is effective in bringing about the IL restructuring which is

of

not
somehow not facilitated when learners are solely intent on accomplishing tasks and
pushed toward accurate production. In fact, this comparison has been given further,

explicit support in another recent experimental comparison ofthe benefits to learners of
negotiation alone vs. negotiation plus intensive recasting (Mackey & Philp, 1998). The
latter proved to be more effective in influencing the interlanguage development
question formation than was negotiation of meaning alone.

of

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered the evolution

ofl2

negotiation from its precursors

in input and interaclion research, to a detailed analysis ofthe negotiation of meaning, to a
critical analysis of the inadequacies ofunassisted negotiation with respect to leamer
accuracy, and finally to the effectiveness of several techniques exemplifring the
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supplemental pedagogical intervention known as focus on form. we have seen it well
documented that NNS learners work their way out of communication breakdowns by
negotiating meaning with their interlocutors and that the proven result oftheir efforts is
greater comprehension ofNS or other leamer input and greater comprehensibility
of their
own output. whether greater comprehension or comprehensibility during unassisted
negotiation of meaning always lead to successful SLA is not at all clear based on the
research to date, but this seems to be

unlikely. on the other hand, focused pedagogical

interventions such as interaction enhancement and recasting, have been shown to be
effective in promoting sLA. Nonetheless, it is important to note that an essential
component ofthese focus-on-form techniques is that leamers must be engaged in
negotiating meaning at the time ofthe pedagogical intervention. In this way, the direction

of leamer focal attention to specific problematic forms appears to overcome the
haphazard approach that learners and their interlocutors take on their own as they engage
in linguistic problem-solving.
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